Website questions

6) How many gated public entrances
1) Which butterfly sounds like a

are there ?

11) How many acres does the wildlife
area cover ?

punctuation mark ?

12) What activity can you do at the
Pond ?

2) For how many years does the wildlife
area lease run ?

7) Which of our gates has the brightest
smile?

3) Where is the Fox Corner Community
Wildlife area located ?

☺

Follow along the primary path towards the
pond ……….

From the pond, carefully follow the
boardwalk and take the path along the
side of the brook…….

13) What are the names of the two brooks ?

8) What travels unseen through the wildlife
4) Which Councillor opened our

area (it’s not the wind) ?

refurbished features including the
front entrance in 2013 ?

14) From what area in Asia does this pretty
but invasive weed take its name ?

9) If you stand still and very quiet,
To answer the rest of the questions,
start at our main entrance gate and
pick up a leaflet…..

5) When is the site open to visitors ?

what type of deer might you see ?

10) What large colourful birds visit the
site regularly ?

15) What flash of orange and blue might you
see where the two brooks meet ?

Follow the brooks along to the Winter
Bridge ………

16) Excluding the boardwalk, how many
bridges are there in the wildlife area ?

Follow the path back over the Winter Bridge
and turn left, following the path past
the Enclosure…….
19) With its blackened chimney, what is the
name of the Hedgehog’s house ?

Fox Corner Community
Wildlife Area
FUN QUIZ

20) Where is romance in the air ?

17) Who hand crafted the Winter Bridge ?

WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE
QUIZ AND HAD A GOOD TIME
VISITING OUR SITE
Go over the Winter Bridge and follow the
path past the wild flower meadow ……….

If you did, please tell your friends about the
site and encourage them to pay us a visit.

18) Where can you see this sign ?
Answers to the quiz are on our website

You will need to visit our website
at www.foxcornerwildlife.org.uk
to answer the first few questions,
before you visit the wildlife area.

